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Abstract. Before the Act No. 30 Of 2004 about notary Occupation being progress, there is no special regulation that is becoming the basic for Notary authority to make the Bank statement for heir in practically in Indonesia. After the Act No. 30 Of 2004 about notary Occupation being progress, the notary authority to make the bank statement for heir is not arranged expressly in section 15 sentence (2). In consequence require by an analysis to notary authority in making Bank statement for heir especially after the Act No. 30 Of 2004 about notary Occupation being progress. This research uses the empirical approach juridically. The example is taken by non random purpose sampling. Analyze done by descriptive, to analyze the notary authority in making bank statement for heir after the Act No. 30 Of 2004 about notary Occupation being progress. Target of this research is to know and studying of arrangement of notary authority in making Bank statement for heir in pursuant to number Act No. 30 of 2004 about notary Occupation, the strength of verification of Bank Statement for Her which made by some different notary people to heir in someone to heir and third party and also sanction to notary and notary responsibility if wronging in Bank Statement for Heir. From research result known that base of Notary authority make the bank Statement for Heir customary law since away back caused a notary assumed by as of side knowing about hereditary law, verification Bank Statement depend on wisdom of justice and sanctions and also notary responsibility if wronging in making Bank Statement Heir that is Section 1365 of the Civil Code. Suggested that a notary authority in making Bank Statement Heir formally cover the authority of functional and heir criterion able to make the Bank statement heir before notary.
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1. Introduction

In the State of Indonesia, the law related to inheritance issues is still pluralism so that, regarding inheritance law, three different inheritance law systems still apply, namely the inheritance law regulated in Burgerlijk Wetboek (BW) which is intended for European and Eastern Chinese residents; then there is inheritance law which is regulated based on customary law where the provisions are regulated according to their respective regions according to local customs; and inheritance law which is regulated based on religion, namely Islam, where the provisions are subject to Islamic law and are intended for people who are Muslim. Based on the provisions of Article 49 of Act No. 3 of 2006 concerning Amendments to Act No. 7 of 1989 concerning Religious Courts. In the current legislation in Indonesia, there are no rules that specifically regulate the Inheritance Certificate, as well as in the Notary Position Regulation, Act No. 30 of 2004 concerning the Notary Position does not mention let alone discuss and regulate the Inheritance Certificate. The law is a regulation that regulates the position of a notary, in Act No. 30 of 2004 it contains a number of authorities regarding the position of a notary, the authority is stated in Article 15 paragraph (1).

2. Research Methods

This research is a normative legal research (doctrinal legal research). As with the type of normative research, the approach methods used in this research are the statute approach and the conceptual approach. Research sources can be divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary legal sources. The collection of legal materials is done by means of library research. The results of the analysis of legal materials will be interpreted using systematic and grammatical interpretation methods.

3. Result and Discussion

According to the Notary in Cirebon City, the Inheritance Certificate is basically not an authentic deed but is an underhand deed in the form of a certificate made by a notary as a public official. Because it is not an
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authentic deed, actually according to Research, a Certificate of Inheritance can be made by anyone other than a notary who has legal skills or not. Certificate of Inheritance, according to a Notary in Cirebon, includes a private deed and not an authentic deed, but not just anyone can make it. For the East-Foreign group, in practice, a Certificate of Inheritance is made by a notary based on a statement made by an interested party as the basis for a notary to make a Certificate of Inheritance on behalf of the interested party. Matters that must be included in the beginning of the deed are determined by Article 38 paragraph (2) of Act No. 30 of 2004. According to paragraph (2), the beginning of the deed or the head of the deed must contain the title of the deed, deed number, time, day, date, month and year as well as the full name and domicile of the Notary.

As for the making of a Certificate of Inheritance as an effort to find out the share of inheritance, one example is aimed at making each heir know his share in connection with the possibility of the entry of other new heirs. In this case the inheritance has not been transferred by the heirs. if the applicant fulfills several requirements including showing the Identity Card (KTP) of each heir, if possible the ID card of the heir and several witnesses who know about the position of the heir and the legal heirs, both living and dead, along with the following: their respective heirs.

The appointment of an ID card, according to the Notary, is an absolute must so that the Notary knows the truth about the identity of the heirs and heirs so that problems can be avoided in the future caused by false identities, either wholly or partly by the heirs or heir.

If possible, according to the notary, the notary can request that the applicant, who in this case is the heir, bring in a witness who really knows the identity of the heir and the heirs according to the ID card so that if a problem occurs in the future, the notary can submit the strength of the testimony of witnesses who were also present.. A notary in order to make a Certificate of Inheritance obtains information from witnesses who really know about the family structure of the heir and who the heirs are. A notary must pay attention and really check the quality of the witness so that the witness who is asked for information by the notary before making a Certificate of Inheritance is really a witness who knows for
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sure the condition of the heir’s family including who is the heir of the heir. Making a Certificate of Inheritance by a notary is a reasonable and appropriate legal act because the notary has been known by the public as an official who is authorized to make a deed that will have legal consequences in the future.

Another factor that makes it possible to make a double inheritance certificate for an heir according to the study is the non-functioning of the role of the Department of Law and Human Rights as a data repository for heirs' wills throughout Indonesia because the Department will not inform the notary that the data requested by the notary has already been requested by another notary to make a Certificate of Inheritance. Neither the law nor the customs that have been in force so far have not explicitly regulated the party authorized to make a Certificate of Inheritance if there is more than one heir. Because in the absence of restrictions on who has the right to appear before a notary and which notary has the right to make a Certificate of Inheritance, each heir who feels entitled to an inheritance can be free to appear before a notary to ask for a Certificate of Inheritance to be made authorized to make a Certificate of Inheritance because there are no restrictions regarding this matter. This will result in the emergence of a double Inheritance Certificate for an heir which will cause problems in the distribution of the inheritance left by the heir. So it is in place if this happens, it is the authority of the Court to test and prove which of the Inheritance Certificates on behalf of the testator will be implemented to determine and divide the inheritance.

4. Closing

The Civil Code and Act No. 30 of 2004 concerning the Position of a Notary do not explicitly regulate the authority of a notary in making a Certificate of Inheritance, however, based on the authority of a notary regulated by Article 15 of Act No. 30 of 2004 which is very broad in making a deed of all deeds, can be used as a basic guideline for a notary to make a Certificate of Inheritance so far based on customary law. It is up to the Court's discretion to determine which Inheritance Certificate is authentic against an heir. The witness and the responsibility of the notary if he makes a mistake in making the Inheritance Decree is on the basis of Article 1365 of the Civil Code because the Notary Position Act only regulates the sanctions and responsibilities of the notary if the authentic deed made by the notary only applies as a private deed and does not regulate sanctions and the responsibility of the notary in making the deed under the hand.
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